Stay On The Porch, LLC
1100 Windy Hills Rd.
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

About Us
Our company was founded on three principles: Quality, Value, and Integrity. Over twenty years ago my
father started a small chicken business in Dallas, Texas. That small business has grown into quite a large
company, producing over a million pounds of chicken per week (without ever having a single recall due
to contaminated product). More recently, the desire to create something of our (my wife and I) own, fill
a void, and help those who can’t help themselves sparked the idea of Chicken Bark. Through the love for
our dogs, we sought out to use the family business as a launching pad to produce a superior chicken
product for our four legged furry family members at a more competitive price. Consumers are
becoming more conscientious. They want to know where their products are coming from and that they
can trust in the products they are buying. The chicken jerky market for dogs has been saturated with
sub-par foreign products, expensive USA made products, and recalls due to bad products across the
board. We are seeking to change that. Using our source of high end poultry at lower cost, my wife and I
started Chicken Bark.
Most important is what this company, Stay On The Porch LLC, is allowing my wife and I to do – helping
those that can’t help themselves. Our four dogs live a life better than most, completely spoiled rotten.
But many, many dogs out there aren’t as fortunate. Therefore, portions of every sale are donated to
local area dog shelters and rescue groups all around the country. Chicken Bark is aimed at making dogs
happy everywhere.

About Chicken Bark
Chicken Bark is a single human-grade ingredient, as natural as it gets, chicken jerky treat for dogs.
All natural is a term very loosely used with many products today. Chicken Bark is produced with as little
human interaction as possible. As natural as it gets, one ingredient – one happy dog! We start with a
human grade chicken breast that is antibiotic free with zero added hormones. All of our chicken is
sourced, processed, and manufactured here in Texas. We take the breast meat, slice it and dehydrate
it. That’s it. Our dehydration process is very long as to remove as much moisture as necessary to not
have to use any preservatives of any kind for it to keep. This also allows us to achieve a product that is
brittle – easily breaking into pieces for smaller dogs and better for teeth. All of our product is produced
in small batches and hand packed.

